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Dear SP Owner,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The January 2021 Newsletter   
A New Year and a new SP Calendar to view, which hopefully brings back memories of pre-covid happier times, 
when we could use our cars in their prescribed manner.  

The most iconic of all SPs has just hit the market for the first time in some 44 years, UGS 5 the Quentin Willson 
SP who once compared  SPs to the French actress  “Catherine Deneuve dipped in Chocolate sauce”, or a 
“Drastic Plastic Roller Skate with its stone aged cart spring suspension”. 

Just prior to Quentin giving an after dinner speech at the 2009 50th anniversary dinner, we played a précis from 
the 1992 Top Gear edition when Quentin, promoting the SP in the programme, later confessed to owning an SP. 
During the film, dialogue mentioned was made of ‘pilfering restoration costs’ this brought the 200 plus owners 
to cheers and aovation at mention of such.  https://www.carandclassic.co.uk/car/C1303052  

And while we sit housebound have a look at the following- nail-biting to its conclusion:-  
 www.goodwood.com/grr/event-coverage/goodwood-speedweek/2020/10/video-speedweek-stirling-moss-
memorial-trophy-full-race/ 

 
  

In the recent re-showing of the programme 
‘Agatha Raisin and the Quiche of Death’ filmed 
in the picturesque Cotswold village of 
Biddlestone, one can see a green SP with wire 
wheels.  So which owner grabbed a passing film 
star role whilst out picking up his newspaper? 
And now is able to say, when he sells his SP, as 
seen on TV! 

Bentley Motors seems to know which side the ‘bread is buttered’, as they recently announced building 12 
replicas/recreations of the famous Birkin blown Bentleys. https://www.insidehook.com/article/vehicles/
bentley-1929-team-blower-continuation-race-cars  they have worked hard on these recreations trying whichever 
which way possible promoting these titans of yesterday without stressing them as ‘tool room copies’ or 
whatever is the in vogue name for creating a replica. I applaud such a move rather that the superfast milk floats, 
which they deemed they must do from 2030, and the profit per unit is so greater than the ‘milk floats’.  
   
It would be interesting to see what happens as under current UK legislation these can’t be used legally on the 
road here, unless a loop hole is found by registering them in some state in the USA then bringing back here. 
And they need a full road fund licence and in the passage of time an MOT.  

Whilst on the subjects of re-creations we have here at £108000 a brand new all electric MGB :- https://
www.carandclassic.co.uk/car/C1299023  or you could buy a decent second traditional MGB for say £12,000 see 
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https://www.carandclassic.co.uk/car/C1302197  I’ll leave you to do the maths? Mind you, the electric MG 
would be excellent in the snow given the weight of its batteries  

It’s somewhat of a parody that Elon Musk with his Tesla group is now the richest man on the globe when 
manufactures of EVs are offering their products with as much as a 70% discount. You know it makes sense? 

And so the truth is slowing emerging as to the true cost of wind and solar emerges:- https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RqppRC37OgI&feature=emb_logo  

There has been much talk about Hydrogen fuel cells being an alternative to battery powered vehicles that most 
governments are hell bent on, well Porsche has unveiled  a synthetic petrol https:// www.carmagazine.co.uk/car-
news/tech/what-is-synthetic-fuel-efuel/    this is a life changer for the internal combustion engine   

It has been noticed a strange happening in the pre-war Classic Car scene, in that many such cars are chasing 
owners, brokers are dropping asking prices and in many cases reporting no interest. It seems that the generation 
game is playing out as younger enthusiasts seek the cars of their youth, the 1950s and 1960s and into the 1970s . 
The wide parameter being caused by WWII and it ‘lost teenage generation’.   

For sale: A long-term SP owner, who having sold his car, has many spares gathered over 35 plus years to 
dispose.  Ideally would like to move as a job lot guide price close to £3/- is sought, Hertfordshire-based. I do 
have the comprehensive list of spares some of which are scarce.  

And finally……………SPA 

                            Alan Mason 2019  and       yesterday! 
 

 
  
                                                                                                We may need sledges this year! 

   

Yours sincerely, 

                Laurence & Ann 

Thought for the day:  Every saint has a past and every sinner a future!  
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